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SBA President Murray
Calls Special Meeting
By Allen Fore
Forum Editor-in-Chief

The Student Bar Association
held an emergency meeting on
Janurary 27 to discuss issues varying from the power of the SBA
president, to the distribution of office space in the SBA office.
The meeting was marked by occasionaly heated discussion between board members and students
in the audience. Only one resolution was voted upon by the SBA
board, which, in effect, halted efforts, at least temporarily, to have
the ABA removed from the SBA
office. Following the meeting,
various participants in the
meeting commented on the
background of the conflicts.
''I called the meeting as a result
of a number of complaints I have
had about use of the SBA office,"
commented SBA President Tim
Murray. "Assistant Dean Curt
Cichowski said that any decision
regarding office space needed to be
made by the SBA board. I wanted
to resolve the conflict at the
meeting."
A dispute on allocation of office
space apparently arose when all

student organizations were moved
to Heritage Hall -- except ABA.
The SBA enlarged their office to
take over space previously occupied by various student
organizations, including the ABA.
The ABA remained in the SBA office, despite a request by Murray
that they move to Heritage Hall.
"I've never talked to Tim (Murray) about the issue, but I've had
his intention relayed to me by
(SBA Vice President) Kevin Speer
and Curt Cichowski," said Steve
Cox, ABA representative of the
2L/3L classes. "He definitely
wanted us out of the SBA office.' '
"I don't think it's such a big
deal," said Murray. "I don't see
why the ABA doesn't want to
move to Heritage. There, they
would have 24 hour access. Here
(in the SBA office), they will have
limited access."
Cox countered with the fact that
the ABA and SBA have " coexisted'' for many years, ~nd that
the ABA is the "only member of
the SBA board that has direct contact with other schools."
lL Phred Mackraz, a vocal
observer at the SBA meeting,
thought the meeting was general-

ly unproductive. "If there had
been more communication between the disputing parties before
it got this far, the situation that
resulted could have been avoided."
The further question of the SBA
President's authority to determine
office hours, office space, etc. concerned 3L Pat Blankenship. "I
think we should let the SBA board
vote on this issue. But a president
of any organization must have
authority and control over the office. You don't need a policy to
determine that. That's the way it
should be," Blankenship said.
Despite the resolution that failed to remove the ABA from the
SBA office, the issue seems far
from over.
"I'm satisfied that the SBA
board isn't allowing one person to
make
proclamations
and
statements that don't speak for
them. But I'm not sure that
everything is resolved," said Cox.
" I just don't believe that the
ABA/SBA relationship, which
does need to be re-evaluated,
would be jeopardized by the ABA
moving to another office. I still
don't think this whole issue is a
big deal," said Murray.

Bookstore Director Grover
Discusses Student Concerns
By Tamra Walz
Forum Staff Writer

Are you tired of carrying your
weight in books to school every
day, and looking forward to burning them, page by case-filled page,
at the end of the semester? Selling
the books back to the University
Book Center is an economical
alternative to this proposed conflagration of stimulating cases and
legal wisdom.
Mr. Garth Grover, director of the
Book Center, explained some of
the procedures used there.
Initially, the faculty submit lists
of books which they'll use in the
next semester's courses. The Book
Center is operated independent of
the University and recently had
its contract renewed for another
term. No prices are set directly by
the Book Center, but are determined by the publishers. The Center
must also cover shipping costs to
bring the books in and if not sold,
to ship them back to the publisher.

Salaries for Book Center personnel are paid by profits on gross
sales of other items sold at the
Book Center, such as sweatshirts,
postcards, and other VU paraphernalia ("Notre Who" T-shirts have
been hot items lately). Other costs
to operate the Book Center include
a rental fee paid to the University, freight expenses, processing,
and salaries for student help.
The Center can also handle any
special orders for books not currently in stock. The price is the
same as for books presently carried, and the books can arrive
overnight or at most in four days
from a distributor in Ohio.
Prices for buying books back at
the end of a semester are set by
publishers and wholesale buyers'
guides. The books must be in
"good" condition-- that means all
the pages must be there and the
binding must be in satisfactory
condition. If the binding is damaged, one dollar is deducted from the
price.

If a certain textbook will be used the following semester,
students receive 50 per cent of the
original (new) price, contingent on
the present supply of the book. If
the Center has enough of a particular book in stock for the next
semester, they may not buy back
that book.
Another alternative is a buyback at wholesale prices. Here, the
student receives 25 per cent of the
original price, and the books are
shipped to an out-of-state
wholesaler.
Law textbooks, moreso than
texts for any other subject matter
(jurisdiction!), are constantly in
need of updating, and new editions are published often, making
resale sometimes difficult.
PAD legal fraternity at one time
sponsored a book buy-back here in
the Law School. Logistically
speaking, however, this created an
accounting nightmare. It was virtually impossible to keep track of
which book came from whom,
who bought it, at what price, etc.
Instead, Kevin Speer, SBA Vice
President, suggests an exchange or
book swap program would be
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A vivacious lL breezes through Civil Procedure.

lL's Speak Out
By Kristi Brown
Forum Staff Writer
A new semester has arrived ...
and for many first years, the time
to reflect on last semester's goals.
This Forum contributor interviewed a smattering of lLs to
find out their impressions of the
"law school experience" thusfar.
Bruce Carr (Belleville, Il.)
came to law school from mission
work in South America.
"Attending law school will be
a practical expression of my
faith," commented Carr.
While finding, as many lLs do,
the quantity of study time
demanding, Bruce further noted
that the days move quickly and
staying up in classes very important. One of Bruce's goals this
semester is to better focus his
analysis for class;
In trying to find a more
challenging career, Brian Welch
(Chicago, Il.) enjoys the work of
law school, and hopes to continue
to work to his potential.
"It is unfortunate," said Welch,
'that too often we measure
ourselves by rank and G .P.A.
rather than by gauging our
potential against ourselves. I
hope I will keep the latter
perspective.''
Noreen Larson's (Chicago, Il.)
impression of the first semester
denotes the importance of a
balance between a study life and
a social life. "Extremity in law
school could be detrimental -- I
believe a successful law student
can achieve a happy study/social
medium," stated Larson.
Paul Strauss (Milwaukee, WI)
found the meeting of new people
from across the country a rewarding part of the first year.

"Valpo is a nice town, and the
other law students here are interesting. We come from diverse
backgrounds and experiences.
This makes law school a more
broadening environment."
Paul's goal for this semester is
to work more to his potential.
Deb Janowski (Chicago, Il.)
sees many lLs suddenly crashing
the library to make up for lost
time last semester.
"Sure it was tough, but it's the
quality of the time spent studying, not the quantity, that is important in making it through,"
believes Janowski.
Deb stated she had achieved
her goal last semester, and hopes
to do a little better this semester.
"Of course, a primary goal now
is getting a clerking job -anywhere!"
The last interviewee, Allison
Hirsch, was prepared to work
hard, but commented that even
her master's program did not require the degree of work involved in getting a J.D.
"My goals for this semester are
higher than last semester. I
would like to achieve a better
balance between my social and
study life - I definitely will start
outlining earlier."
While these are only a few
reflections of our sorrows and
triwnphs so far, we (lLs) have only completed 116 of our educational goals and haven't even
begun to embark on our career
goals.
Based on these insights, and
while this writer is no "Dear Abby," everyone should reflect on
their achievements of December,
but should keep balance and
focus for greater achievements in
May.
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SBA Vice President Kevin Speer counts down
the days remaining until his graduation.

By Donna McCoy
Forum Staff Writer
Law Week activities are planned for the week of April 3...8.
The law week committee is currently hard at work making plans
for a successful law week. Many
prominent individuals are being
considered to speak at the annual
luncheon, and several demo tapes
are being scrutinized to assure the
success of the entertainment at the
Barristers Ball.
Many law week subcommittees
are understaffed, and any
volunteer help would be appreciated. As law week draws
near, many volunteers will be
needed to decorate. Anyone in-

terested in assisting in this effort
should contact Kevin Speer.
Ticket prices for the annual Barristers Ball are being computed. A
definite price will be announced in
the near future.
April 5 Luncheon: held at the
Porter County Expo Center.
Speaker to be announced.
April 6 Roast: held at the Expo
Center. Target of roast to be
announced.
April 7 Beer & Brat Bash: annual
alumni association sponsored
event.
AprilS Barristers Ball: held at the
Holiday
Star
Resort
in
Merrill ville.
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From the Editor

9-5, Monday- Friday

By Allen Fore
Editor-in-Chief

Editor of my college
newspaper. I swore I would
never do it again, but, well,
As some of you know, here it goes.
rve moved from Associate
Editor to Editor with this A sincere thanks also
issue. You won't see many goes ~o .the Stude~t Bar
overall changes just yet, Ass~Ciation for havi~g the
because 1 think the Forum confidence and foresight to
staff has been doing an ex- extend the Forum the
cellent job.
financi~l suppo~t to make
The first semester staff __ production possible. In the
editor Nadine Dahm sec- past, it may have been a
tion editors Linnea N ~lson shaky investment. Today,
Kevin Speer J.C. Ander: and in the future, I think
son, John Garman __ all the SBA will consider their
deserve a lot of credit. support a good investment.
They worked tirelessly to
We appreciate your conproduce a newspaper that tinued support of the
continues to surpass itself Forum. We've come a long
in quality with each issue. way, and we have many
Other staff members, in- new, progressive ideas to
eluding Tim Baker, Mike make the paper even betKing, and Jim Zieba, just ter. It's our hope to make
to name a few, have also the Forum one of the best
been essential to the law school papers in the
newspaper's success.
country. I look forward to
I assume this position working with x,ou to
with the previous ex- achieve that ambitious
perience of two years as oal.

Valparaiso University

Saturdays, 11-3

Shoot on over to the
Bookstore for this
Valentine season

For cards, sweats, stuffed animals, books
and gifts.
SPECIAL
$4.99

All you can carry used reference books.

Church/State Seminar Planned
By Mark Obliger

of our own Dean Bodensteiner,
Professor Marshall from Case
Western Reserve University
On Saturday, February 4, 1989 at School of Law, Mr. Crain a Ten10:00 a.m. there will be a sym- nessee attorney with the Rutherposium on church/state relations ford Institute, and Professor
here at the law school. The event McConnell from the University of
is being sponsored by the Chicago School of Law. Professor
Federalist Society and the Chris- McConnell is known for his
tian Legal· Soceity. Each seminar clerkship with Supreme Court
will follow a debate format with Justice Brennan and Judge J.
opening statements being made by Skelly Wright.
each panelist and then questions
The second panel beginng at 1:30
to the panel from the moderating p.m. will discuss the teaching of
judge, other panelists, and the religion in the public schools as a
audience.
separate course as well as integraThese panels will be comprised tion within traditional courses.
of four members chosen for their This panel will include Warren
differing views. Each panel will be Bracy, our own constitutional law
moderated by the honorable Judge Professor, Professors Marshall and
Kanne of the U.S. Court of Ap- Myer from Case Western Reserve
peals for the 7th Circuit. The pur- University School of Law, and
pose of this symposium is not on- California
attorney David
ly to educate, but also to intellec- Llewellyn who is also with the
tually stimulate with a variety of Rutherford
institute.
Mr.
· f ormed opinions.
we11 m
Llewellyn has just complete d
The first panel beginning at . work for the plaintiff on the recent
10:00 a.m. will be discussing the California clergy malparactice
Supreme Court's Lemon test, the case.
current status of freedom of
The final panel will discuss the
establishment and free exercise of religious free speech rights of a
rights, as well as future trends. student in public schools at 3:20
The first panel will be comprised p.m. The members of this panel
Forum Staff Writer

will be VU Constitutional Law
Professor Rosalie Levinson, Professor McConnell form the University of Chicago Law School, and
attorneys Crain and Llewellyn
from the Rutherforn Institute.

Student Body
Meeting Held
By Donna McCoy
Forum Staff Writer

I~--------------------------(219) 462-1057
1154 Axe Avenue I

1

464-5421

Valparaiso, IN 46383

I

The first student body meeting
of 1989 was held on January 19.
Various school organizations
made announcements regarding
upcoming events and policy
changes.
On February 15 at ll:OOAM, the
Indiana Supreme Court will hear
arguments in Room D. The event
is sponsored by Phi Delta Phi law
fraternity.
Effective January 20 , all student organizations were moved to
offices in Heritage Hall, located
just behind Wesemann Hall. The
organizationswillholdregularoffice hours.
BLSA announced that February
is Black History Month. Various
events are planned to celebrate
the
Check the BLSA
boardmonth.
for details.
The student conference room is

1
I available for student use. A sign
I
JACKSON BAR, INC.
~ ~ffi~!eet is located in the SBA
I
I The SBA office is open for stu1
I dent visitors, but guest are asked
1 Fine Drinks & Food For Many Years
not to "trash" the office.
1
I Professor Berner will give his
1
I inaugural lecture for promotion to
1 full professor on March 30.
I
I The next student body meeting
I
will be held Wednesday,
I Owners
I Februrary 1 at lO:OOAM in Room
I J.R. (Rich) Herren
Ralph Herren 1 D.
1
I Joan Huseman
Vice Pres. -P.R. •
--------------------~------- New Library Hours

Unique Flowers For All Occasions

SCHULTZ FLORAL SHOP

Saturday, Sunday: 9AM-I2AM
Monday-Thursday: SAM-2:00AM
(Law students only, 12AM-2AM)
Friday: 8AM-l%AM
Editor's Note: with the new addition of hours in the law library,
VU may11ery well rank first, in
hours open, among all law
schools nationwide (according to
a study by the New York Uni11ersity law school newspaper).
Congratulations!

DO YOU KNOW
WHERE YOUR MONEY IS
TONIGHT?

Do you

ever
wonder
where
your
money
goes
when
.
you
.
save
it
at a
financial
~
institution? ~

'

!t

'iD

a

-:~rii

At our
financial
cooperative
It goes
as loans
to members.
We advocate
VUFCU certificates
for a secure
Investment.
Call us
for rates.

···-rr

Valparaiso University
Federal Credit Union
A Nonprofit Financial Cooperative
Serving Members Since 1949
1407 LaPorte Avenue • Valparaiso, IN 46383 • {219) 462-7805

2204 N. CALUMET
VALPARAISO, IN 46383

PHONE 464-3588

READ THE
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M. T. W. Th
F

9-4:45
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Convenient ATM and
Night Depository
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Honor Code Dies
By Jeff Boulden
Forum Contributor
The Honor Code died last
semester. Having suffered from
severe illness and neglect for
several years, the Honor Code
finally gave up the ghost on
December 12, 1988, at aproxiamately 3:30p.m. I know. I was
there. It was not a pretty sight.
Keen observers had been anticipating the Honor Code's imminent death ever since it suffered a
crippling stroke during the spring
of 1986. During that semester, a
student committee decided to
eliminate the third and most controversial element of the Honor
Code--the requirement that
students not tolerate others who
have given or received unauthorized aid. This student initiated
elimination of the key enforcement mechanism of the Honor
Code was the aneurysm which
crippled the Code.
The school-yard ethic "thou
shall not tattle" is not an easy
thing to unlearn. We've all grown
up with the idea that no one likes
a snitch, a squealer, or for those
who have been involved in certain
counterculture activities, a narc.
This was an especially useful rule
when we were young and
everything was US vs. THEM. The
teachers made all the rules and we
were required to obey them
without question. Come to think
of it, that doesn't sound too different from law school. (The only
difference is that we're all adults
now and we have to pay for this
'privilege'). The one exception to
this authoritarian regime was the
policing of the exam process. Now
even that is gone.
The Honor Code was an attempt
to introduce law students to the
type of ethical code that we all
will be required to live with upon
admission to the Bar. However, we
rejected this responsibility of
maintaining our own ethical standards. We originally rejected this
ethical responsibility by refusing
to report others who violated the
Code. More recently, we rejected
this responsibility by refusing to
trust other students to police
themselves.
In the envelopes that contained
last semester's exam numbers we
all received a new improved set of
rules for taking exams. This was
just the most recent in a series of
rules and proclamations designed
to make it more difficult for
students to cheat. While the rules
were created by the powers
upstairs, student demand, fostered
by distrust, was the impetus for
their creation. At least, that's
what I've been told. If this is true,
if we have been so irresponsible as
to ask the faculty and administration for even more assistance in
doing that which we should be doing ourselves, it should be of no
surprise that the very same faculty and administration finally put
the code to death. It may not be a
surprise, but that doesn't make it
right.
If the student body did indeed
ask for these changes in exam procedure why was this request
granted? I can think of many
things which students have asked
for and have not received. In fact,
that list is quite extensive. Why,
then, was this specific request
granted? More importantly, do
these actions by the folks upstairs
help prepare us for entering the
legal profession?
I cannot imagine the professional conduct committee of a
state bar association granting a request by a group of newly admitted lawyers to be excused from
complying with the state's ethical
code. So why did the faculty and
administration grant us this

stupid request? I don't know the
answer to this. At the very least,
it was a naked power grab. In
neither case was it a good idea.
The last five days of the Code's
existence was a dark time indeed.
On Thursday, December 8, I came
down with a virus. On top of a low
grade fever and overproductive
sinuses, I was suffering from
acute, uncontrollable peristalsis
and reverse peristalsis. In order to
verify my condition, I paid a visit
to the Unversity Health Clinic
where a nurse confirmed my
layperson's diagnosis. I was instructed to do the usual fluids-andrest routine.
I was unable to study and I was
concerned that I might experience
a sudden attack of Newton's Second Law during the middle of the
Fed. Practice exam that I was
scheduled to take the next day.
Therefore, I decided to return to
the law school to ask Nancy K. for
permission to take the exam on the
following Monday. That request
was granted.
On Monday, I returned to the
law school planning to take the
Fed. Practice Exam. However,
Nancy K. informed me that Prof.
Bracy had decided me that no one
was going to be allowed to take a
late exam. Instead, we were going
to have to take a different exam
"sometime next semester." Subsequent to this, I learned that Prof.
Bracy was aware that I was one of
the two students who had not
taken the exam as scheduled.
Thus, my right to anonymity had
been compromised
Coupled with the ill-will that
had passed between Prof. Bracy
and myself during the semester,
the idea of taking a nonanonymous exam caused me to be
concerned. My first reaction was to
see Dean Bodensteiner and ask
him to mediate. The Dean talked
to Prof. Bracy on my behalf. 'Ib
summarize, Prof. Bracy did not
want me to take the exam because
he felt that his examination would
be compromised.
The normal procedure for dealing with a student who misses an
exam due to illness, as I have seen
it, is to allow the student to make
up the exam as soon as possible.
Then, that student's bluebook is
inserted into a stack of bluebooks
and given to the Prof. This helps
insure the student's anonymity.
However, this procedure was not
acceptable to Prof. Bracy.
It is presumed that when a student signs the Honor Code on a
bluebook he has not feigned illness to acquire additional study
time. Such addditional study time
would constitute unauthorized
aid. If any questions exist regarding a student's ethical conduct,
such question should be raised by
a student to the Honor Court. That
is what the Honor Code requires,
as I understand it, and I had to live
up to that obligation.
Prof. Bracy has been at this law
school only a short time. Yet, in
that time, he has shown a unique
capacity to avoid assimilation into this community. His refusal to
accept our honor code, under the
pretence of academic freedom, is
just another example of this
recalcitrance. (So too was his "proctoring " of the Fed. Practice exam). Despite this, I still hoped that
the traditions of this school would
be enforced by those who have
been empowered to do so. I was
wrong.
On that gray Monday afternoon,
December 12, 1988, I sat in Dean
Bodensteiner's office in conference
with the Dean and Prof. Bracy. We
were supposed to be working on a

continued, page 5
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Fare-w-ell, the hero
By Allen Fore
Forum Editor-in-Chief
• "And so, my friends, we did it.
We set out to change a nation, and
we changed a world. Goodbye. God
bless you. And God bless the
United States of America."
With those words, the curtain
fell on Ronald Reagan's eight
years as President of the United
States. They were years filled with
success, progress, and opportunity. They were tainted, at times,
with policies gone awry, hints of
scandal, and uneven leadership.
Still, Ronald Reagan leaves the
center stage as one of the most
popular American Presidents of
this century, and perhaps, of all
time.
I remember a Time magazine
cover story in 1985 that asked,
"Why is this man so popular?" The
answer, like the question, is
elusive. The often suggested
response is Reagan's mastery of
the communications medium of
television, honed to an art during
his years as a motion picture star.
He always seemed to be speaking
to everyone personally, and many
listened, and understood. Even if
they didn't agree with what he

said, they liked the way he said it.
They believed in his sincerity and
his commitment to his ideals. They
believed in Ronald Reagan.
I've only read about Ronald
Reagan's upbringing- the days of
near poverty in Dixon, Illinois;
washing dishes to pay his way
through Eureka College; getting
his start in radio at WHO in Des
Moines. But I'm one of those sentimental sots who still believes
there is something special about
the person who started out poor
and made it to the top. There still
is an American dream, and Ronald
Reagan lived it. He played the
leading role in a success story
about America, and he played it
well.
Reagan certainly had his
failures -- Iran-Contra and the
budget deficit to mention only
two. I had my doubts, too, during
the midst of the arms for hostages
fiasco. Before that, I always viewed Reagan as larger-than-life- the
quintessential American hero. He
survived an assassination attempt, cancer, was elected to two
record landslides in the White
House, and could seemingly do no
wrong. When the mirage was
broken, Ronald Reagan appeared.
He wasn't perfect, or even close.

Still, he was what he always
claimed to be; a common man
from Tampico, Illinois who had
tried to do his mother, Nellie,
proud.
When young people think of
their heroes today, they think of
such fleeting figures as Tom
Cruise, Clint Eastwood, or Jane
Fonda. Perhaps they don't know
what is meant by a real hero. 'Ib
me, a hero is someone who changes
your outlook on life. Someone who
makes you feel good about
yourself and the people around
you. Someone who makes the
world a better, safer place to live
out whatever version of the
American dream you choose to
pursue.
I choose a different hero. And ~
it's so hard to say goodbye to someone who has meant so much to
me, and equally as much to many
more. A fourth grader from Texas
wrote to Ronald Reagan saying, in
effect, "No matter who is in the
White House, you'll always be my
President." For many of us, those
words will always have a special
meaning.
So, farewell Ronald Reagan.
Farewell, the President. Farewell,
the hero.

Theatre of the Absurd
By P.S. Marchand
Forum Staff Columnist
Theatre of the Absurd arrived at
the School of Law last Friday, and
I recalled anew why politician is
to me a hateful term of opprobrium and contempt.
If the performances at last Friday's SBA meeting were any indication, we are in for a semester
of SBA hi-jinks that can only be
described as bizarre, surreal, excursions into selfishness and
byzantine personality politicing.
For nearly an hour, we sat through
a tiresome, boorish regurgitation
of personalities and bickering that
was by turns annoying, surreal,
dadaistic and ultimately trivial to
the nth degree.
In front of a sizeable student audience, a small, self-seeking clique
within the SBA high command
aired the dirty linen, giving us all
a not-so-nostalgic glimpse of what
we thou~ht we had left behind in
high school. At issue, it seems, are
the powers of the SBA President to
run his organization. At least, this
is how the issue was sought to be
defined. What actually seems to be

occurring is that a struggle is shaping up for control of the SBA.
At the root of the crisis is the
fact that there are far too many
aspiring--and disloyal--Chiefs in
the SBA and not enough Indians.
Instead of having an SBA staff
with all of whom he can work, and
upon whose representations and
good faith he can rely, SBA President Tim Murray finds himself
confronted by a clique of individuals who resemble nothing
so much as a pack of greedy, needy,
frivolous harem eunuchs of the
last days of some decadent Empire. And these latter scheme,
plan, and eagerly compass and
await the downfall of Mr. Murray,
at whose political funeral they are
willing to play any parts but those
of the mutes.
Now in fairness let it be said
that these strictures do not apply
to all, or even to a majority of, the
SBA leadership. But they do apply to enough of that body that the
ability of the SBA to function is
severely impaired, much as a 450
cubic inch engine may be brought
to a halt by a single blown fuse.
Instead of faithfully carrying

out their duties, which are to serve
the student body of this law
school, the dissidents have launched a low, dishonorable and scheming sneak att~ck upon Mr. Murray,
whose conduct in this matter has
been above reproach. As a member
of the constituency which the SBA
purports to represent, and as the
Justice of the Halleck Chapter of
PAD, I am embarrassed and offended. I am embarrassed that
those to whom I had thought it
safe to entrust the administration
of the SBA have so far forgotten
their duty and sense of responsibility that they would destroy
the very viability of the organization they serve in order to gratify
their own personal agenda. I am
offended that their actions
proclaim--in effect--to the entire
student body of this Law School
that our concerns, our agenda, our
needs and desires do not matter.
The dissidents would make of the
SBA a private club, responsive not
to the needs of the student body
the SBA has sworn to serve, but

continued,
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the location of the ABA office, but
The final step of the experiment
to allow SBA President Murray to involves a variety of stress
personally attack Assistant Dean creating techniques. These include
Curt Cichowski, ABA represena lack of consensus between the
Dear Editor,
tative Steve Cox, and SBA Vice
people teaching the course, the arI paid my dues. I am forced to be
Today·s Special:
President Kevin Speer.
bitrary name calling such as
a member of SBA and I am chargWillful and Wonton Soup
Instead of guiding the board
"political virgins," talking down
ed for it. I went to the "emergenmembers
to
consider
the
'agenda,'
to
students
in
the
hope
of
being
cy meeting'' Friday to see my
President Murray used the occa"cute," creating a state of disinfordollars in action, and I have a few
sion to publicly air his personal
mation, • and cancelling office
comments.
problems with these people. Murhours just a few days before a
The purported topic at the crisis
ray's verbal attacks on these peopaper is due. Add the possibility
conference was the allocation of
ple were totally irrelevant to the
of computer malfunction and the
SBA office space, and ABA's inissue before the board.
experiment can easily be a success.
terest therein and the issues at
I question the effectiveness of an
that meeting had nothing to do
SBA President who appears to be
Name withheld
with office space. The meeting was
insecure in his own authority. Perabout
personal
vendettas,
sonal conflicts should be resolved
powerplays, and personality conby the parties involved and not
flicts. Heck, even the students
aired before the student body. I
observing got into the act. (Who
fear that this undiplomatic
was that guy in the back?)
Dear Editor,
maneuver by President Murray
Gentlemen, ladies, as law students
will only increase the infighting in
you should spot the issues and
Thank you so much for responding
the SBA and render the body less
deal
with
them
more
to my article, "Rev. Sharpton
effective than it has already been.
appropriately.
Leads Trio of Sleaze," Jocelyn. let
I
do
not
question
the
ability
or
My favorite part was when
me take this opportunity to adintegrity of the SBA represeneveryone agreed that the problems
dress some of the points you raistatives.
I
just
fear
that
President
were petty. I got to hear that so
. ed in your letter.
Murray's personality conflicts
and so was petty by doing this and
MISSPELLINGS: I apologize
have affected his ability to provide
that, and then so and so said,"I did
for the misspelling of any name
effective leadership of the body.
this and that because of these and
that appeared in my article. Typos
those and that isn't what I said at
happen. Some of them were my
Sincerely,
all ..." The discussion on being petown, others were not. Jocelyn, you
Jim Zieba
ty really got quite petty.
should sympathize with this since By R.T. Gould
And now they will all start;
Jean-Paul Sartre stated that we
in your letter you refer to Alton H.
Phil, Oprah and Geraldo will ask
as humans are radically free and
As I woke up that morning, Q107 our learned friends why we should
Maddox Jr. as Alton H. "Massox"
ultimately responsible for our own
Jr.
was sending out a long distance not have capital punishment. And
actions, but this idea is so
FAT ALBERT: I think you dedication to Florida. As "Burn lo, the magpies will sing their
frightening that we pawn off our Dear Editor:
misinterpreted me when you Baby Burn" started playing, the song, "studies have shown that the
responsibility through say.. the
stated that my reference to "Fat raspy voiced DJ said, "This one's death penalty does not deter
Assistant Dean perhaps? After all,
Most lLs believe the purpose of
Albert's church" illustrated my for you 'Thd Bundy.'' And so an crime." Hmm, boy you sure got me
"he told me to take the key back." their Legal Problems course is to
disrespect for the church in the unseasonably warm January day with that quick one. But Einstein,
"He told me I could decide if ABA learn effective legal research skills
black community. On the contrary, began. When that day ended, I did you ever think that perhaps it
stayed." "He told me to lock up the and be able to transform this
my disrespect is focused squarely heard one of 'Ibm Snyder's guest doesn't show a strong effect in
phones." "He was worried about reasearch into dynamic legal
on AI Sharpton and his cronies. bemoan the fact that once again your studies, because these lulus
security." And, in response to my writing. After attending only a
Sharpton has no more business be- our nation had taken a closer step know that even if they get the
question, "he didn't want to have few classes, 1Ls begin to realize
ing a minister than Maddox and to barbarism and away from death penalty it will only mean
a three-way meeting, he wanted an the fallacy in their logic and the
sitting in their private boxes and
Mason have in being lawyers. More civilized society.
emergency SBA meeting.•• After reason the course is titled LEGAL
on this a bit later.
This is basically the dividing getting hooked on soap operas for
the meeting I thought I heard so- PROBLEMS. I contend the course
"REAL BLACKS": I must con- line in our nation in regards to the the rest of their lives?
meone chanting, "WHERE WAS is really a psychological experiWe need swift justice with these
fess I am confused by your allu- death penalty. As the common
CURT, WHERE WAS CURT, ment dealing with stress overload.
sion to "Real Blacks." What exact- man cheers the exit of grade-A scuzballs. Lets give priority to our
WHERE WAS CURT?'' Scapegoat
ly does that mean? Is someone on- scum from our society, the sterile, death row inmates. I am not sayThe experiment is conducted
of the week award: Curt with a given number of first year
ly a "Real Black" if he adheres to intellectual, classroom-behemoths ing take away their rights and
Cichowski.
law students (with stress already
what you believe? If that is the deride what they see as moral privileges to appeal. No, we are
Now let's be honest; is it that im- at optimum levels), four authorizcase, there are not many "Real decay in our penal system and not trying to deny them any due
portant for ABA to be in that of- ed sources of conflicting informaprocess the way the 'Thd Bundys of
Blacks" in New York City. Accor- nation.
fice, and if ABA wants to be there, tion, and "helpful "hints from
Well too bad. The only moral this world denied life to people
ding to a July 1988 New York
is that such a big problem? We clad assorted 2Ls and 3Ls. The purpose
Times -- C.B.S. poll, more than decay in our penal system is that with dreams to fill. No, lets just
the issue in terms of "security pro- of the experiment is to determine
one-third of the city's black we the people don't demand that cut the cards and play the game
blems." I am aware of only two exactly what it takes to rid lL's of
residents believe 'Thwana Brawley these butchers be sent to 'old through to the finish.
items of significance that have all vestiges of self esteem.
Oh, and Mr. Encyclopedia, arewas lying, and sixty-two percent sparky' a little quicker. As our nabeen stolen from the law school.
The first step in this process is
of the blacks believe that her ad- tion struggles to feed and house its cent poll shows that 79 per cent of
The first is the TV box, and that to give the experimental subjects
people, over 2,200 convicted our nation supports capital
visors have acted irresponsibly.
had nothing to do with SBA office as little information on the library
RACISM IN AMERICAN murderers on death row will be punishment. That number prospace. Why is there not a proposal as possible. This includes a fifteen
SOCIETY: Jocelyn, you suggested getting a warm bed and three hot bably doesn't even closely reflect
to lock the lounge after 5PM, with minute "tour" that is easily rivalthat I am ignorant to the presence meals, and I forgot, in many states the feelings of places like the Chi
the only keys going to SBA of- ed by the law library orientation
of racism in America. let me (if not all), they can also get color Omega house at Florida State
ficers? The second incident involv- received by undergrads at this
where
your
assure you that is not the case. Cer- television and private exercise University
ed the case of the missing Forums. university. The tour is followed by
tainly, our nation is still plagued facilities. If they have enough "knowledge resource" brutally
Maybe their office should be lock- ·periodic research assignments in
by this evil. However, I must assert time, (Citizen Bundy had over 10 killed and beat sleeping sorority
ed, if that will do any good.
books that are usually marked or
that the actions of Sharpton, Mad- years), they can get a college sisters. Nor the little town that to
After the meeting, I was angry missing. Those subjects that find
dox, and Mason have only served education and often times a this day worries about another 'Thd
and shocked by those people who the books that are marked can
to exacerbate the problem. 1b master's degree -- all at the tax- Bundy coming in to their grade
showed up at the meeting just to then intimidate those subjects
quote New York Attorney General payer's expense.
school and killing a precious child
be mean, and those who showed who cannot even find the books.
Robert Abrams on the subject,
Our clinical friends say that of only 12 years.
up just to applaud other people's Creating stress among peers has
"Their outrageous, irresponsible with the death penalty we are losNo, I imagine the people of those
meanness. Then I thought about proven very helpful in achieving
acts have increased the at- ing a great chance to find out why and other places, where they have
running for SBA president next the ultimate goal as stated earlier.
people like Mr. Bundy do these at- seen and felt steps that have gone
mosphere of tension between the
year to reform the system and
The second step is to introduce
races throughout the nation."
trocities. That is interesting, after farther from civilized society and
form a kinder and gentler student the subjects to the concept of the
Quotes, "ABA Journal," 1 years on death row, these braniacs closer to barbarity, support extergovernment. Now I just want my TA. Here, senior students are
December 1988, p. 26. It should
say that we have lost a resource. mination of these lowlifes even
dues back.
authorized to play with the lLs
also be noted that as a result of You people had your chance and more than 79 per cent, and I would
their practices, at least four state now we have had our fill. It doesn't not even blame them if they were
mind. Comments such as "you
Sincerely, guys really blew this one,'' or
take a Philadelphia lawyer to a little happy about it.
and federal agencies are inPhred Mackraz "there were only 2 grades higher
figure out that the 'Thd Bundys of
vestigating Maddox and Mason for
than a C" greet the 1Ls at each TA
ethical misconduct and fraud. Dan
the world are just plain lunatics, Editor's Note: R.T. Gould, a stuDear Editor,
meeting. The TA concept also
Hurley, "Beyond Zealous Adwe have had them around since dent at the University of Illinois
vocacy?" "ABA Journal," 1 time immemorial and probably College of Law, will be a regular
teaches 1Ls about the "luck of the
Last Friday (January 27), I at- draw" and its related stress. If a
September 1988, p. 29.
forever more.
guest columnist for the Forum.
tended the SBA's first public lL is lucky his/her TA will give
MY SOURCES: Let me conclude
board meeting of the school year. him/her the information needed
by saying the article to which you
Marchand, continued from page 3
It was soon apparent why the SBA for the upcoming assignment. It
responded was the result of
has not held public board then follows that those who are
thorough research. Here is a list of only to whatever petty personal
have no effect other that to render
meetings before Friday.
unlucky will have to guess as to
some of my major sources.
grudge exists at the immediate
the SBA so weak as an institution
The only substantive item on what is expected of them.
Breindel, Eric. ''The Legal Cicus.'' moment.
that it were better destroyed.
SBA President Tim Murray's
Step three entails placing
New Republic, 9 February 1987,
What the dissidents fail to
If those who would drive the
'agenda' was the issue of whether mediocre papers on file in the
pp. 20-22.
realize in their shortsightedness is
current President from office be
the ABA representative should be library (to be used by lLs as
Crouch, Stanley. "Three Buckets that by acting as they do, they
successful, let them then look
removed from the SBA office, an models) and to make sure little or of Jive." New Republic, 11 July destroy the very institution within
about themselves at the barren
interesting topic for an "emergen- no feedback reaches the subjects
1988, pp. 15-16.
which they have chosen to work.
vista over which they would hold
cy" meeting.
before the end of the semester.
"The Exploiters." The Nation, 2 For the contradiction is clear to
pathetic sway. Even they should
Although the meeting lasted for This allows for the making of de- July 1988, pp. 3-4.
even the most simpleminded persurely see if they continue in this
approximately one hour, the SBA meaning cracks in relation to stu- New York v. Goetz, 68 N.Y.2d 96, son: any victory the dissidents
course, there can be no outcome
board spent less than five minutes dent papers. If the lls received 497 N.E.2d 41, 506 N.Y.S.2d 18 might possibly win has meaning
but that they will have reduced the
considering the ABA issue. It was feedback, they would be able to (1987).
only insofar as the SBA continues
once-proud Student Bar Associasoon apparent that the primary correct their mistakes, making it
to exist as a viable entity.
tion to a dunghill of their own finobjective of this public "emergen- harder to find reasons to"poke
Sincerely,
However, any victory the
ding and fouling, if God would but
cy" meeting was not to consider fun" at their papers.
Randy Ratje dissidents might possibly win can
give them the light to see the right.

SBA Criticized

Ratje Responds

"Burn Baby Burn"

Lethal Writing
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Message From
the President
By Tim Murray
Welcome back to the school
everyone. I hope we all had an enjoyable and relaxing Christmas
break and are now ready to start
our final semester this year. As for
graduating 3Ls, our final semester
--forever-- OH YEA!
Rumor has it that security called the law school and stated that
students violating parking regulations will be ticketed. Specifically, those students parking on the
yellow curb in front of the law
school and those students parking
in the Faculty/Fraternity lots.
Let's be careful out there.
The organizations now have
their very own offices on the 2nd
floor of Heritage Hall. The move
has taken place and anyone seeking out a particular organization
should now be directed to
Heritage. It's taken 2 and a half
years to get it done and it has
finally happened. I certainly hope
everyone is pleased with the new
arrangements; I know we here in
the SBA office are.
Let's talk for a moment, briefly,
about marriage, engagements, and
yes folks, I mean that wonderful
world of romance. Can anyone give
us a definite count as to how many
couples have become engaged or
yes, even married this year? Don't
drink the water at the law school
because something contagious
seems to be going around. It seems
to have all started back in
November with Blankenship (and
my sister, of all people), then
Kevin and Kim, Georgeanne and
Brian, Rob and Melissa, Scott
Thach and new wife Judy, Cindy
Philips gets married, and then
there's yours truly and Miss
Wagner, where will this madness
end? Can someone please give us
a definite body count?
Allen Fore is now our new

Editor-In-Chief of the Forum. Our
gratitude goes out to the former
editor Nadine Dahm, in her decision to effect a transition of that
position now, as opposed to doing
it between academic years. Allen
will have his hands full trying to
fill Nadine's shoes, but with all the
help and support the Forum is
receiving I'm sure he'll manage.
Kevin Speer, vice president of
SBA, has the Holiday Star booked for Barrister's Ball, April 8,
1989. If you haven't attended Barrister's in the past, you won't want·
to miss this year. I'd think I'd miss
graduation before missing the Ball
this year. It looks to be the best
ever. As you may already know,
Barrister's Ball culminates a week
of many activities we have
declared as Law Week. Many
noteworthy speakers, the Luncheon, the Beer and Brat Bash,
and the Roast (which is a "can't
miss" event) are just a few of the
many events going on the week of
April 3 - 8, 1989. We welcome
everyone to attend and enjoy the
activities, especially you alumni
and non-student types whose support and participation we very
much appreciate.
In a previous issue I gave out a
quote of the week; well, I just
thought of another one. You may
have to put some deeper thought
into it, but it goes something like
this: "Because he could not succeed in it, he spoke ill of the
world." Voltaire. That's not word·
for word, but the substance is
there.
Our next Student Body Meeting
is scheduled for Wednesday,
Feburary 1 at 10:00 am, classroom
D. Everyone is encouraged. to attend and anyone with anything
t hey would like to bring to the att ention of the law school student
body is welcome, provided the
meeting is finished by 10:30 am.
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Boulden, continued from page 3
compromise. While I truly felt that
the procedures of the past (the
school's "common law," as Dean
Bodensteiner himself put it)
should have been honored, I proposed a settlement. Because I h ad
refused to attend the last 22 of the
28 scheduled classes, I offered to
take
an
Administrative
Withdrawl. I felt that giving up
the credits and the work that I had
done on my own, in exchange for
not having to take a nonanonymous exam, was a fair offer.
Professors Bracy and Bodensteiner refused to give me a
withdrawal.
The discussion went in circles
for a couple of hours. Yet, with all
the "common law" pointing to an
obvious conclusion stare decisis
was not to carry the day. Dean
Bodensteiner refused to enforce
that traditional procedure for a
late exam. Instead, he sat back and
waited for either Prof. Bracy or
myself to concede. I had wasted
enough of my time. I had other exams to study for. Finally, in
disgust, I capitulated. I looked on
as Doctors Bracy and Bodensteiner administered the lethal injection that finally put the Honor
Code to rest.
I have tried to assess what took
place. My right to anonymity was
violated. The Honor Code is now
functionally dead. Therefore, the
rights of all students have been
violated. I will continue to sign the
Honor Code, to retain my anoymity for future exams, but it's really much ado about nothing. Any
time that a professor feels like instituting his own rules for maintaining secure exams, he will be
able to do so. They call it academic
freedom.
Why did this happen? Certainly
we students allowed it to happen.
Perhaps we even encouraged it. As

for the folks upstairs, I find Prof.
Bracy to be inexplicable. But,
Dean Bodensteiner? Perhaps at
the end of his tenure, the Dean is
so tired of dealing with these sorts
of conflicts that this time he chose
not to. Perhaps he thought that his
actions were exactly what the
students wanted--an end to the
Honor Code. There was certainly
ample precedent for that.
However, it was Dean Bodensteiner, in one of his memos last
semester (see Memo to students re:
Building use and Maintenance)
who wrote very emphatically
about the need for students to
develop an attitude of professionalism. What has his decision
done to further that concept in
light of its impact on the Honor
Code?
I have one final question. What
right did Prof. Bracy have to assert
the need for exam security? If a
student cheats on an exam, the
ones who suffer any distinct and
palpable injury are the other
students whose grades will be affected. Perhaps Prof. Bracy was
trying to assert the rights of my
classmates in the Fed. Practice
class. It can certainly be argued
that, as a professor, Bracy enjoyed
the requisite special relationship
with those whose rights he was
asserting. However, one is only
allowed to assert the fundamental
rights of third parties where it is
impracticable for those third parties to assert their own rights. But,
such an impracticability did not
exist here. Any student who
wanted to question my integrity
regarding the Fed. Practice exam
could have brought me up on
charges before the Honor Court.
You see, Prof. Bracy simply did
not have "standing" to do what he
did.
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Law Profs Go Movie Review ·

to the Mats
Something on Nothing

By Tim Baker

quist; Jack "The Ripper" Hiller
getting physical with Dave "The
Ice man" Meyers; and Richard
"The Lion-Hearted" Stith using
The possibilities are endless. I his wizardry against David "The
realized this as soon as I spotted Criminal" Vandercoy. Human carthe advertisement in the nage at its finest.
newspaper. It was a small ad acIn the tag team division,
tually; however the the potential Katherine Wehling and beau
"Crusher" Curt Cichowski could
was enormous.
The ad in question boasted of take on "Fifties" Fran and
Championship
Wrestling, "Hacks~w" Eddie Rushnok. In the
presented by the World Wrestling ladies division, "Killer" Carol
Federation. Professional wrestl- Kasebiercould do battle with Gail
ing, for those of you who may have ''The Punisher" Peshel. We're talkbeen visiting another galaxy ing serious bloodshed.
recently, has a new fanatic followFinding an arena is no problem.
ing. Cable television viewers know The matches could be held in the
it is almost impossible to search atrium (wrestling couldn't be
the channels without locating a tougher in the atrium than was
wrestling match. So when I saw nerf basketball). Tickets could be
this I asked myself why this sport sold to each match, the proceeds of
is so popular.
each match could be used to fund
The answer is the names.
more scholarships. Registrar NanAfter reading who would be cy Kolhoff could be in charge of
wrestling, I was ready to order a scheduling the dates and times of
dozen tickets. For starters, there each match. She also could be in
was the Ultimate Warrior vs. the charge of the waiting list that
Honky 'Ibnk Man. Then there was would be needed because of the exJumpin' Jim Bruznell vs. Bad pected
standing-room-only
News Brown. Also featured was crowds. The electronic display sign
Hacksaw Jim Dugan vs. Dino Curt Cichowski wanted to buy last
Bravo. The main event pitted year could be used to promote the
"Macho Man" Randy Savage vs. matches.
Andre The Giant. Now that's Already I've shown how law
excitement.
school wrestling can combat stuAnd that's when it hit me.
dent apathy, provide money for
Championship wrestling can be scholarships and give Valparaiso
the answer to all the problems at University the name recognition it
the Valparaiso School of Law. Two deserves. But this is just the beginof the most common complaints I ning. Imagine how wrestling could
hear concern student apathy and help recruiting. For a student
the school's lack of name recogni- deciding whether to enroll at Hartion. Valparaiso-style champion- vard, Michigan or Valparaiso, law
ship law wrestling can solve both school wrestling might just tip the
of these problems, and many balance in out favor. "I was leanothers. If my idea is put into ac- ing toward Harvard," the student
tion, student turnout will be great, would say, "but couldn't pass up
and everyone will know about the the opportunity to see the grudge
law school.
match between Michael 'The
There is a catch, however. 'Ib put Massacre' Straubel and Al 'The
it simply, Valparaiso-style cham- Maniac' Meyer."
pionship law wrestling requires Once Valparaiso-style law
that the law schoool faculty and school wrestling catches fire there
staff do the wrestling. Assuming is no telling what benefits are in
this obstacle is overcome, the right store. Perhaps the cable TV rights
names and a little advertising could be sold to ESPN. That would
could make Valparaiso-style mean more money for scholarchampionship law wrestling the ships, although Dick Vitale might
hottest ticket around.
demand that he be allowed to proJust think of it. Ivan "The 'Thrri- vide commentary for all the matble" Bodensteiner going head-to- ches. Oh well, you must take the
head with "Big Bad" Bob Blom- good with the bad.
Forum Editorial Consultant

Ciao, 3L!
By Mary Beth Lavezzorio
Forum Staff Writer

The fashion bug has retired. Yes,
those of you who kept up with 3
Elle's fashion column will be sad
to hear that your fashion critic has
left the Forum staff.
I too was upset with her decision, but it seems that 3 Elle has
found a new fashion -- wearing a
splint on her writing hand- which
as you may recall seemed to be a
popular trend around the Law
School. Some law students will do
anything for attention!
Well, I have decided to take over
3 Elle's column -- after all, what
fashion can you possibly find in
Valparaiso, anyway? Oh, but what
do I know, I'm just a "snob."
Speaking of fashion, it seems
that the law school organizations
will be moving their offices to the
fashionable Heritage Hall. While
I am all in favor of their using the

available space, I hope these student organizations will remember
that Heritage Hall does also serve
as the office of the Valparaiso Law
Clinic; while the students may
have thought it was fashionable to
use the law school commons as a
basketball court, this behavior is
not fashionable for the waiting
room of the clinic. Maybe if
maturity was fashionable among
law students, there wouldn't be
such problems.
And as long as I am on the subject of law students, I would like
to congratulate the third years
who have made it fashionable to
argue with professors to get a
space in a class, and then not show
up. And then these same students
argue for better class selection -- as
if they are any authority on the
current offerings.
Fashion! Fashion! Fashion! I
can't wait for the day parking in
front of the yellow line is out of
fashion around here!

ByJohnVos
Forum Staff Writer

"'Ibrchsong Trilogy" is a shocking new release adapted from the
broadway show by the same name,
starring Harvey Fierstein, Matthew Broderick, and Anne Bancroft. The movie follows the life of
Fierstein, a homosexual dragqueen, and candidly shows the incredible unhappiness that this person lives with everyday. Fierstein
comes from a very strict Jewish
family. He is at all times candid
with them about his homosexuality; however, his family has a difficult time accepting him as he is.
His family's ambivalence
toward him is conveyed most
strongly by his mother, played by
Bancroft. The movie's most powerful scenes involve Fierstein and
Bancroft shouting at each other
trying to define romantic love, and
finding that they both have the
same definition.
Bancroft is outraged that Fierstein can compare her committment to her deceased husband, his
father, with any sort of love that
Fierstein has felt. Fierstein combats her with mixed feelings
knowing that on the one hand, he
has let her down, and that on the
other he has also known love.
Fierstein and Broderick fall in
love, finally giving both of them
some purpose and happiness.
Broderick and Fierstein spend

Torchsong Trilogy
several years together as a
monogomous couple until a street
gang kills Broderick because he is
a homosexual.
The attack is without provocation and is based solely on hate for
homosexuals and inability to
understand people with alternative ideas. Fierstein watches as
his little bit of happiness is stolen
away because of man's inhumanity to his fellow man and inability
to understand.
Although the plot catalogues the
life of a homosexual there are
many more lessons to be learned
from the movie. First of all, Fierstein is an incredibly tormented
man whose life is full of heartache.
The lesson here tells us that part
of being human is to have pro-

blems, struggle with them, and try
to overcome them. The second
lesson is related; unless man can
have compassion for his fellow
man and try to understand the
hardships and problems of others,
he will be consumed by hate and
destructiveness. Another recurrent theme is that people are often
inhuman to each other and let
their own burning passions come
in the way of letting other people
enjoy just a little bit of happiness.
There are many analogies to be
drawn from the movie. I consider
it one of the best movies I have
ever seen. Be warned that there
are some shocking scenes, but
don't be afraid to take the moral
of the story and apply it to other
situations ... have an open mind.

Battman Returns
By Battman
Forum Staff Writer

Nancy Kohlhoff would have been
a better choice. She would have
whipped this place into shape.
Well, the Battman started this
Reportedly seen at Jackson's
new year off with a trip to making a rare appearance were
Jackson's to learn what's going on Deb Reusze and our own Susan
in Valpo. For those students retur- Woolley. Also swinging into the
ning next year, a reliable source bar after ~ long absence was the
(who goes by the initials R&S) Amazon Woman and her husband,
tells me that the new Dean for old what's his name. Mr. and Mrs .
next year is some guy named Nee- Amazon are two regular bar flies
ly. Personally I think that our own at Jackson's. Like Norm Peterson
of "Cheers" they also have their
own reserved seats at the corner of
the bar. Jackson's is thinking of
putting brass name plates on the
back of their stools.
Poker Annie is on some kind of
health kick and has given up beer,
but not her weekly poker fleecings. She has led many people
down the twisted path of financial
ruin. I know that I must have paid
for at least two years of her schooling. This year I think I will claim
her as a dependent on my tax
returns. Poker Annie has given me
an added meaning to the phrase
"welfare for the wealthy."
Uhm, Uhm M. B., your article
about not parking in front of the
law school seems to have paid off.
I'm saying, people, don't park
photo b11 Anti. Lederer
One of 2L Anita Baker's several paintings now on there or you may get a Battparking ticket. You laugh, but it's
display in the Atrium.
true. (Right Braceman!!).
M.B. and Heidi-0 are starting up
a new organization called the
Students for aN ational Organization of Buying and Spending, or
SNOBS for short. Membership is
based on how many gold cards you
have, and if you have to ask how
much membership dues are, you
By Linnea Nelson
sions of how she feels about what can't afford to join. The goal of the
Forum Viewpoints Editor
she sees." When she paints Mrs. organization is to shut down facGordon listens to classical music: tory outlet stores. Their motto is
Brahms, Beethoven, Bach. Her "you'll feel better knowing you
One Cat, Two Cat, Red Cat, and painting objective is to share those paid retail," or "If you can't pay
Blue Cat, have left the Atrium, feelings with her viewers.
retail, then it's not worth having."
and in their place are watercolors
The paintings that are shared
Battman is also troubled by the
by our very own Anita Gordon.
with viewers in the Atrium are en- newest plague to hit the law
In addition to being a 2L at titled: 1. Walking Through school. Its called the Marriage
Valparaiso University School of Wilderness, 2. As Winter Ap- Bug. Third year guys are falling
Law, Mrs. Gordon is an ac- proaches, 3. Wild and Abandoned, like flies to this deadly virus. The
complished watercolor artist. 4. Stepping off the Path, 5. Mo's first one to catch this bug was my
Anita Gordon is a graduate of the Place, 6. Light Through the Forest, sidekick Rob'n. This bug has also
American Academy of Art in 7. After the Rain, 8. A Secluded claimed both our SBA President
Chicago, Illinois. She continued Place, 9. left Over Logs, and 10. and our Vice President. The
there in graduate studies of water- Backwoods Birches. These water- parasite first affects the m ind of
color painting with Irving Shapiro colors are impressionistic expres- its victim leaving them stupid and
AWS.
sions of feelings she had about clueless, and like the AIDS virus
Mrs. Gordon earned a B.S. from scenes in Illinois, Wisconsin, In- there seems to be no cure. The end
Valparaiso University and has diana, and Europe.
result is a slow agonizing death for
participated in several group and
Mrs. Gordon has always had an the person infected. Back at t he
solo shows in Chicago and interest in both Art and the Law Batt-cave 1 have the Batt-computer
Valparaiso. She also taught water- and has followed a "Scenic route" working on finding a solution to
color in continuing education at from age 14 starting lessons at the this dreaded killer of youn g men .
VU and art appreciation for 8 Art Academy to VU School of Law.
I only hope for Rob'n's sake that
years in local elementary schools
Mrs. Gordon's watercolors will I'm not too late. Keep a cool head
and chaired that program for three be on display in the Atrium until old chum; help is on the way.
years.
Spring break. We wish Mrs. GorWill Batt-man save his young
The artist describes her pain- don continued success both with chum? Stay tuned! Same BattLt_i_n_g_s_a_s_''_~_p_re_s_s_~_n_i_s_
ti_c_ex_p_re_s_-_w_a_t_e_rc_o_l_o_rs_a_n_d_t_h_e_l_a_w_._ _ _~, tim~SameB~~~ann~

Student Opens
Art ExhiDit

Sports

The Forum

NCAA Policies Unfair
had to prove they could make their
mark with an "X" and prove
they're housebroken.]
Good things happened, functionally illiterate athletes sat the
bench and were introduced to
great literary works like Dick and
Jane, Snoopy Come Home, and
Big Bird 's Big Adventure. Meanwhile athletes who could perform
the marvelous academic feat of
reciting 75 per cent of the alphabet
could play.
This made a lot of people happy.
Teachers felt a certain sense of job
security. Parents of athletes felt
like maybe their sons would learn
to operate mechanisms like pencils and doorknobs. Even some
coaches commended on how nice it
would be if some of their players
were housebroken.
But theN .C.A.A. didn't feel like
they did enough, so they passed
proposition 42. [According to the
N.C. A.A. 42 comes after 48]. Proposition 42 said athletes had to
meet a minimum SAT/ACf score
to be eligible for an athletic
scholarship.
Now if you really want to see a
coach on the verge of a depraved
heart frenzy, go tell him that the
high school superstar they just
recruited isn't coming because the
N .C.A.A. is being picky because he
missed his last 8 years of classes.
Not a pretty sight.
A lot of people also think this is
a racially biased move, because the.
SAT is a culturally biased exam,
and this prevents minority athetes
from getting into school.
Granted, I've always thought of
the N .C.A.A. as a bunch of
hypocritical, incompetant baboons. And I know I give them too
much credit. But I don't think the
N .C.A.A. is racially motivated;
they rely too much on the TV
money. And TV money comes from
great, exciting, winning football

By Matt Begeske
Forum Staff Writer
Okay, quick quiz, which of these
doesn't belong: A. Cro-magnon
man, B. Neanderthal man, C. College football and basketball
players, D. Big rocks and soap
dishes.
Why the answer is "B" of course.
[Neanderthal man consistantly
scored better in Reader's Digest IQ
tests, than the other three
categories. Please note big rocks
·and soap dishes placed 2nd.]
If this surprises any of you, you
may quality to be a voting committee member of the N.C. A.A. a
true conglomeration of Geniuses
who just a few years ago came to
the astonishing conclusion that it's
possible that college athletes
aren't meeting their minimum
academic requirements. [Reading,
talking, walking upright.]
What was their first clue? The
fact that athletes are seen in class
as often as the stealth bomber is
seen on radar? [stealth students?]
The fact that all the athletic conferences graduated less football
and basketball players than the
number of liberals on the Supreme
Court? Or the fact that a certain
pac 10 football team was the subject of. a national geographic
paleontology exhibition?
It's not that college athletes are
dumb, hell I'm sure they're just as
smart as any other second grader.
Okay, I'm sorry, I didn't mean to
insult any second grader.
So the N .C.A.A., passed what
they called proposition 48. [Propositions 1-47 dealt with the depiction of sorority girls on cable
television.] Proposition 48 was a
simple idea for the simple minded. It simply said all college
freshman athletes must meet simple minimum academic requirements to play. [I believe they

Basketball at Law School

Cross Country
By John Garman
Forum Sports Ed'i.tor

On Saturday, Feburary 4th, Professor "Coach, Straube! will take
his VU mens and womens crosscountry teams to Seattle,
Washington to compete in the TAC
Cross-Country Championships.
The event is divided up into four
different races consisting of an 8K
for Jr. men, a 4K for Jr. women, a
12K for Sr. men, and a 6K for Sr.
women. The runner with the best
chance to qualify for the national
team is freshman Carl Fry, formerly of Valparaiso High School. Carl
will run in-the 8K race for Jr. men,
and if he finishes in the top six he
will have the opportunity to go to
Norway in the spring to compete
in the nationals. "Coach, Straube!, who is participating in the 12K for Sr. men,
is using this race to compensate for

By Kurt Larson
however, that his passing game left
Forum Staff Writer
something to be desired. When
We won- they lost! This win was asked about his passing game, Mr.
in remembrance of Troy- "I'll sell Ritsma stated that he was blind.
you some 5000 outlines cheap--" John Garman (J.G.) on the other
Swanso~. last year's coach and all hand lead the team in points with
around team leader.
his offensive moves. John, a
This year's team leader, Mark Seasoned veteran, has improved
Niermann's mother, picked up the his game immensely during the off
torch and lead Depraved Hearts to season.
victory. Mrs. Niermann was not Summing it up, the team played
available for comment, something like a well oiled machine -- each
about a parol violation.
member anticipating the other's
Final score of the game was move, and reacting with lightning
something like 16-13. Both John speed. This reporter asked one obGarman and Paul Ritsma had jective bystander what they
stellar performances. Mr. Ritsma, thought of the Depraved Hearts -a new comer to the sport, blocked The
bystander
responded
a multitude of shots. Note, "outrageously hip."
the lack of a track program here at
VU, and to keep the enthusiasm
going during the off season.
In order to raise money for the
trip, the team had a run-a-thon.
The run-a-than took place on the

David's
Men's Clothier
Downtowa Valparaiso'• NewC$1 Clothier

The Sale Is On!
Prices Slasl1ed Again!
Save 20% to 60%
Suits e Sport Coals e Winter
Outerwear e Shirts e Sweaters e Hats
Slacks e Ties e Pendleton Blankets
Spring and Summer Clothing Arriving Daily!
r----------HouB----------~

Mon.-Wcd.-Fri.
Thcs.-Thurs.
Sat.

Alterations
by Anita's

113 East Lincolnway

e

and basketball programs.
I can't name a winning football
or pasketball team that isn't a majority of minorities. [Please don't
misconstrue this as a racial statement. I believe all athletes are
equally stupid regardless of race,
creed, or color.]
As usual though the N.C.A.A.
showed what a bunch of spineless
jellyfish they are and tabled proposition 42, rather than actually
try to make an accounting of their
actions.
You see this is how college
athletics work. If the N .C.A.A.
really gave a damm, they'd offer
one real scholarship for every real
athlete they graduate with real
degrees. No graduates, no free
rides. If the coaches really gave a
damm, they'd make those dumb
asses ride the pine for failing those
remedial courses. Of course, this
would reduce the pac 10 to the pac
2, the big 10 to the big one, and the
big 8 to a remnant of the past.
And if parents really gave a
damm, they would've slapped
their kids around and knocked
some sense into them when they
had a chance.
Finally, from what I remember
of that 4 years of a drunken stupor
called college, I can't remember
feeling sorry for these bozos. They
didn't have to go to class. They had
furnished to them unlimited girls,
drugs, money, and the continual
adoration of the university. And
they were horrible! Lord only
knows what would've happened if
they won.
So if we really have to worry
about somebody, let's worry about
a real crisis group! Fat, drunken,
in debt law students, entering a
flooded field, with the morals of
the average bannana slug. Not that
banana slugs are lower forms o~
life. Not at all, some of them sit on
the N .C.A.A. rules committee.

9:30-7:00
9:30·6:00
9:30-4:00

We welcome all major Credit Card•

Valparaiso, Indiana 46383

David Shurr
Owner
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$ .75 OFF
ANY DESSERT WITH THIS COUPON

vu track and lasted 24 hours. During that 24 hour period the team
ran a total of 223 miles.
more feasible. This could be done
on a Saturday and students could
meet at the Law School and trade
books. A book swap is something
the new SBA executives may consider implementing.
So the next time you're complaining about the theft of the TV
box, undergrads invading the
library, vanishing regional
reporters, frathouse disturbances,
and all the money you wasted on
that voluminous casebook you only opened twice -- don't despair.
You can always go watch TV at
Jackson's, learn to study at home,
scour the Law Review carrels for
reporters, buy earplugs (or maybe
join the party -- undergrads can be
amusing at times), and even sell
your books back instead of
destroying them, so you can buy
that great VU sweatshirt that just
came in at the Book Center, or
maybe even go out on Thursday.

Show your Valentine your good lasle

Valenlone Cake- Who
could resist lhis beautiful, heart-shaped treat made wolh moosl deliCious cake and
our luscious creamy iee cream . Baskin· Robbons Valenone Cakes . .. A heartfett w~
to say happy Valenbnes Day.

_____
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